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Dear All,
With the increase in popularity of Butterfly watching on the lines of bird watching, I really hope we will
soon have serious butterfly watching groups spread across the states that can monitor their local butterfly
populations. They can also regularly visit surrounding national parks , wildlife sanctuaries, and reserved
forests and maintain checklist of butterflies. The data gathered by such groups over long period of time will
also be helpful in knowing the seasonal occurrence of local populations. The same data can be further
extrapolated to assess the rarity of butterflies and based on this proper amendments can be made in the
wildlife protection act. Right now many of the rare and uncommon butterflies failed to make it to the
schedules. And with the increase in poaching of insects from Western Ghats and Himalayas, it becomes
necessary to give proper protection to our butterflies. Such groups can also work towards creating
awareness about insects among general public. If there are already such local butterfly groups, do mail me
at kishen.das@gmail.com. I can share few PPTs on butterflies that I have prepared which can be used for
self learning and for creating awareness about butterflies. And in turn I would expect them to share the
checklist preferably with butterfly photos of their places and also write at least 2 articles on butterflies per
year for this newsletter. If you really love butterflies then you must start writing about them and also
actively involve in their conservation.
Happy insecting,
Kishen Das, Editor, Mysore

Life Cycle of Common Grass Yellow ( Eurema hecabe) by Sahana

On one Sunday morning in July 2007, we were about to
wind up our nature walk at Mysore and suddenly I was
attracted by a bunch of caterpillars huddled together on a
Cassia fistula plant. I unpacked my camera and
approached these cute green colored caterpillars. As I
got closer I could see the light leaf green body with
black head and they were about 2cm in length. Since I
have been rearing butterflies last 4-5 years, I could
identify the species as Common grass yellow ( Eurema
hecabe). I love these caterpillars not because of their
color or softness because unlike butterflies, they do not
fly when you photograph them and also it’s a natural
wonder to observe them metamorphosing from a
relatively ugly looking caterpillar to a gorgeous adult
butterfly!!! I collected two of them, kept in a bottle at
my place and started feeding them fresh Cassia fistula
leaves. Since the caterpillars were in their final stage of
instar, they started making pupa the very next day. One
caterpillar glued itself on a small stick kept in the bottle
and the other one on the lid of the bottle. After seven
days, one pupa turned into dark green color and another
to yellow. I eagerly waited for them to emerge and then
came the telephone ring!!! As I hurriedly talked and
ended the conversation and rushed back to see the
pupae, oops
I missed it !!! There were these newly
emerged adult butterflies hanging from their pupae and
were preparing to dry their wings. Anyway there is
always a next time . After sometime these little
darlings flew out of my house. It’s an inexplicable joy to
watch their lifecycles!
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Common Banded Awl found laying eggs on Derris indica in Indian Botanic
Gardens, Howrah, West Bengal
1

2

Soumyajit Chowdhury and Rahi Soren
1

2

School of Oceanographic Studies, Jadavpur University, Kolkata, West Bengal.
University College of Science and Technology, University of Calcutta, Kolkata, West Bengal.

Common Banded Awl (Hasora chromus Cramer) is a large skipper (Lepidoptera: Hesperiidae:
Coeliadinae), reported to be common throughout India, both in the forests and in the open
country. The butterfly is dark brown in colour with a big, strong thorax, pointed fore wings and a
white band at the centre of the underside of the hind wings.
th
A female respresentitive of the species has been recorded on the 20 of April, 2008 in
the Indian Botanic Gardens, West Bengal. Although common throughout India, this species had
not been reported from this area before.
0
0
The Indian Botanical Garden (lat – 22 34’N; long – 88 18’E), previously known as the
Royal Botanic Garden, was established in 1787 by the East India Company. It is located on the
west bank of Hooghly river in Shibpur, Howrah district, West Bengal state, India. The garden,
covering an area of around 270 acres, has more than 12,000 living perennial plants and over two
and half million dried out specimens of plants, collected from different parts of the world. The
garden is also famous for an enormous collection of orchids, bamboos, palms, and plants of the
screw pine genus (Pandanus). The garden holds an altitude of nearly 5.5 m above the sea level.
A female individual was found in the afternoon,
at 3.15 PM, when she was busy in the task of
laying her eggs. The area chosen for this task
was a forested patch with scanty undergrowth.
The eggs were laid, one at a time, on the tip of
young shoots and on the upperside of the
budding leaves of Derris indica. Derris indica
(Syn. Pongamia pinnata) is a deciduous tree
belonging to the family Leguminosae that is
known in India by various names, like Indian
Beech Tree, Pongam and Karanj. All the plants
chosen for egg laying were very young with
tender leaves. The individual was not found to
utilize the larger old trees nearby. Egg-laying
was found to be restricted under a height of
nearly 1 ft and within an area of about 25 sq. ft.
dominated by young D. indica plants.
Moreover, eggs were laid in an unhurried
fashion, while she positioned herself in an
upside down posture (as the tip of the plant
was chosen in every instance observed).
Egg-laying was followed, each time, by a slow bounding flight after which it was found to rest for a
very brief period on a nearby Derris plant. The eggs were found to be clear white when they were
laid. Eggs were hemispherical and slightly flattened on the top.
Acknowledgement : We are thankful to Mr. Suvankar Patra of Prakriti Samsad to have assisted
us and helping us out in confirming the larval host plant.
References :
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Osmeterium by Keith Wolfe
A brief introduction of Keith Wolfe: Keith Wolfe lives in Antioch, California, and is a Regional IT
Manager for the US Government. He has been studying butterfly caterpillars and their hostplant utilization
for over 25 years (including when he resided in China), and he is collaborating on a worldwide project that
analyzes morphological and behavioral characteristics of early stages to help better understand the
phylogeny of butterflies.

Osmeterium, from the Greek word for smell . . .
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The swallowtail family of butterflies (Papilionidae) is comprised of about 550 species and traditionally
divided into three subfamilies: the very primitive Mexican Baroniinae; the northern/montane Apollos,
Festoons, and the like (Parnassiinae); and the worldwide, though mainly tropical, Jays, Swordtails,
Mormons, Peacocks, Roses, Windmills, etc. (Papilioninae). The color and patterning of these larvae vary
among species and instars – often resembling bird poop (cryptic) or being snake-like in appearance
(mimetic) – but whatever their differences, all swallowtail caterpillars possess an osmeterium, a forked,
fleshy, eversible gland immediately above the head capsule. When sufficiently disturbed, larvae assume a
defensive posture and extrude this organ, which is some shade of red, orange, yellow, green, blue, white, or
even black, and bathed in a liquid with a faint to intense odor.
Behavioral studies show that the osmeterial secretions of younger cats are effective at deterring arthropods
such as ants, mantids, and spiders, while extrusion of the osmeterium by late-stage larvae probably
transmits a direct or indirect (learned) chemical warning of distastefulness to foraging birds. Less clear is
the relative importance of host phytochemistry, certainly a significant factor with caterpillars that feed on
toxic Aristolochia foodplants, and any perceived “threat” display. Nonetheless, it is interesting to note that
in Papilio species where a dramatic change in larval appearance occurs between the fourth (L4) and fifth
(L5) stadia, there is strong evidence suggesting an equally major shift in the dominant chemical component
of the osmeterial exudates: terpenoids when cats are L4 (and presumably younger), aliphatic acids and
esters when L5. Thus, although the dynamics are poorly understood, swallowtail larvae are constantly
responding to a complex change in predation pressures (invertebrate versus vertebrate) as they struggle to
reach maturity in a hostile environment and become nature’s flying jewels.
Bannerghatta Butterfly Park, Bangalore, India by Kishen Das
Bannerghatta Butterfly Park happens to be the first fully maintained park in India with an in house structure
to breed butterflies. It was inaugurated on 25 November 2006 by Honorable Union Minister for Science,
Technology, and Earth Sciences Sri. Kapil Sibal and Honorable Minister for Forest, Ecology and
Environment, Government of Karnataka Sri. Chennigappa. The inauguration was marked by the release of
adult butterflies in the dome.
The Butterfly Park is located very close to the Bannerghatta National Park. The entire butterfly park is
spread over an area of 7.5 acres comprising of a butterfly garden and a three domed structure. First dome is
housing around 10-12 species that can be actively seen fluttering around attending the artificial nectar feeds
and the real flowers. Second dome has a butterfly collection and life size posters. Last one has an
interpretation center where a presentation on butterflies runs constantly.
The project is funded by the Department of Biotechnology New Delhi and is a joint initiative of the Zoo
Authority Karnataka, University of Agricultural Sciences, Bangalore and Ashoka Trust for Research in
Ecology and Environment (ATREE), Bangalore.
Hope ATREE and University of Agricultural Sciences, Bangalore will come up with more such initiatives
and also host interactive programs and workshops to educate general public about insects.
This is the checklist of adult butterflies that can be seen within the dome –
Lime Papilio demoleus
Crimson Rose Atrophaneura hector
Common Castor Ariadne merione
Striped Tiger Danaus genutia
Blue Tiger Tirumala limniace
Common Indian Crow Euploea core
Plain Tiger Danaus chrysippus
Common Emigrant Catopsilia pomona
Common Gull Cepora nerissa
Pioneer Belenois aurota
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A first brush with science - Copenhagen, 1958
By Dr. Torben Larsen
It was summer, 1958. I was on holiday with my parents in Denmark, otherwise staying at a boarding school
in an obscure village in the Nilgiri Mountains of southern India. I was just fourteen. In those days there was
not yet the present jetting around the world at the drop of a hat. A two-year tour in India was just that. For
two years no visits to Denmark, and no visitors from Denmark. I had little opportunity for museum and
library researches. Thirty years later, more than a dozen friends and relatives paid visits to Delhi during a
two-year tour, and I was in Denmark for consultations twice.
From the Nilgiris I had brought with me a Neptis butterfly that I was quite certain ought not to be found
there, but it is a ‘difficult’ genus. There are only two Neptis in Europe, but even they have been known to
cause confusion. Asia and Africa have a plethora of Neptis that are very much worse.
I had plucked up the courage to phone the Zoological Museum in Denmark to set up an appointment with
the insect curator, Dr. S. L. Tuxen, who will be familiar to many readers through his famous book on the
genitalia of insects. He was a kind and patient man, always willing to help budding entomological talent,
and soon we were in his laboratory, surrounded by dozens of cases of Neptis. A little later, scores of
butterfly books and obscure papers were dug out. Was it this one? That one? Well, yes ... but no! After an
hour or so, Dr. Tuxen said: ‘Look young man - I’m afraid that you have me stumped. I don’t think I can tell
you what it is.’
I was shattered by the enormity of this statement! Here was a scientist, and he could not identify a
butterfly I had caught!! Tuxen must have sensed my disquiet. He patiently explained to me some of the
intricacies of taxonomy and identification, and for the first time I realized that even in the scientific world
things are not as clear-cut as our schoolbooks would have us believe. Tuxen also enrolled me in the Danish
Entomological Society and waived the membership fee for as long as I remained in India.
Because of my itinerant life-style we met only at year-long intervals, but Tuxen patiently encouraged my
interest in butterflies, and steered it in a scientific direction. Around 1982, he suggested that I should
submit my work for a doctorate at the University of Copenhagen, and helped me navigate through the
complex, academic system - the Faculty of Biology had never before been approached by a Danish
economist living in India for a doctorate in the butterflies of the Middle East. I was not even required to
defend the thesis in Latin, but I think this dispensation was routine. Tuxen died before the official defence
of my thesis, which I dedicated to him, but he did see the publication of the genus Tuxentius Larsen, 1982
in his honour.
It was only in 1986, after a six-month investigation into the butterflies of the Nilgiri Mountains, that I
nailed the culprit from 1958 as Neptis nata. It was already known from there. In 1986, I caught a single
male in exactly the same spot where I had done so thirty years earlier. It is extremely rare in southern India,
and usually stays well out of reach. Reading the tangled web of this butterfly’s taxonomic and synonymic
history, as traced in Colonel Eliot’s splendid monograph of the Oriental Neptini, Tuxen is fully absolved
from any fault for not being able to help me in 1958.
I still have my problems with the genus Neptis. My book on Kenyan butterflies (Oxford University Press)
had to go to press with two Neptis remaining unidentified. I have half a dozen or more from West Africa. I
would love to pin a name on them, or to describe them if necessary. I fear that to do so would involve me in
an exercise as ambitious as that of Colonel Eliot’s. I may never summon the necessary courage and stamina
for that.
LARSEN, T.B. 2004. Hazards of butterfly collecting. Cravitz Printing, UK – 250pp.
First published as: 232 LARSEN, T. B. 1995. A first brush with science - Copenhagen, 1956.
Entomologists’ Record and Journal of Variation, 107:177-178. (Written in Gaborone 1991)
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Neptis hylas – one of the species well sorted out by Colonel Eliot.
Butterfly Identification – Crows ( Euploea spp. ) By Kishen Das
Common Indian Crow Euploea core
Wingspan:85-95mm
Status:Common
Distribution:India, Bhutan, Bangladesh, Myanmar
Identification: This is one of the most common of
all the crows in India. It has a weak flight and can
be easily identified by its dark coloration and the
pattern of white spots on its hind and forewings.
There is a spot each at the end of the cell on both
hind and forewings. UPF also has series of white
spots that decrease in size towards apex. UNH has
two rows of marginal white spots, in which the
inner spots are more elongated. In males, you can
also see a single short brand on UPF between 1a and
1b.
Host Plants:Holarrhena pubescens, Ichnocarpus
frutescens, Nerium sp. Cryptolepis bhuchanani,
Hemidesmus indicus, Tylophora indica, Ficus sp.,
Streblus asper
Image Courtesy: Kishen Das
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Double Branded Crow Euploea sylvester
Wingspan:95-105mm
Status: Locally Common
Distribution:South India , Sikkim , Arunachal
Pradesh, Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh, Myanmar,
Srilanka
Identification: Male has two parallel and longer
brands on UPF and female has similar streaks.
Although they look very similar to Euploea core,
they can be distinguished by presence of two
adjacent spots on v5 and v6 of UNF.
Host Plants: Ichnocarpus frutescens, Hoya sp. ,
Cynanchum sp., Ficus glomerata, F. microcarpa, F.
retusa, F. racemosa.
Image Courtesy: Kishen Das

Brown King Crow Euploea klugii
Wingspan:85-100mm
Status: Locally Common
Distribution: South India upto Maharashtra, Orissa,
West Bengal, Sikkim, Arunachal Pradesh, Nepal,
Bhutan, Myanmar, Sri Lanka
Identification: They are very similar to Euploea core
except for the absence of the cell spot on UPH and
UPF. The coloration is dark brown. Male has a
short, oval dark brand on UPF.
Host Plants: Ficus hispida, Streblus asper
Image Courtesy: Kishen Das
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Magpie Crow Euploea radamanthus
Wingspan:80-90mm
Status:Locally Common
Distribution: Sikkim, Arunachal Pradesh, Nepal,
Bhutan, Bangladesh, Myanmar
Identification: Male has velvety bluish black
coloration on UPF, with pale blue, submarginal
spots and a large white patch on the discal area.
Female will be more brownish and without blue
gloss.
Host Plants: Ichnocarpus sp., Ficus sp.
Image Courtesy: Kishen Das

Striped Blue Crow Euploea mulciber
Wingspan:90-100mm
Status: Common
Distribution: Himachal Pradesh, Arunachal Pradesh,
Eastern Ghats, Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh,
Myanmar
Identification: Male is glossy black with bright blue
gloss on UPF. UPF has pale spots in discal,
marginal and submarginal areas and spot at the cellend. Female has dark brown coloration and similar
spots as that of the male, but they are more whitish.
UPH in female has white streaks radiating out from
base to terminal.
Host Plants: Ichnocarpus sp., Nerium oleander,
Ficus sp.

Male

Female

Image Courtesy: Kishen Das
Blue Spotted Crow Euploea midamus
Wingspan:95-105mm
Status: Locally Common
Distribution: Himachal Pradesh, Arunachal Pradesh,
Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh, Myanmar
Identification: Over all dark brown coloration. UPF
has blue gloss with a violet spot at UPF cell-end and
a series of evenly spaced violet discal spots. UPH
has two rows of marginal white spots with the inner
spots elongated.
Host Plants: Nerium oleandar, Strophanthus
dichotoma, Ficus sp.
Image courtesy: Yutaka
i_yutaka@mwb.biglobe.ne.jp
http://yutaka.it-n.jp/
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Striped Black Crow Euploea doubledayi
Wingspan:85-100mm
Status:Common
Distribution: Sikkim, Arunachal Prdesh, Nepal,
Bhutan, Bangladesh, Myanmar
Identification: Can be easily distinguished with the
presence of series of whitish marginal spots along
termen and a corresponding row of long, whitish
discal streaks. UPF of male not spotted except for
the brand in 1b. Female is dark brown with few
discal spots on UPF and straight dorsum edge.
Host Plants: Ichnocarpus sp., Ficus tinctoria
Image courtesy: Yutaka
i_yutaka@mwb.biglobe.ne.jp
http://yutaka.it-n.jp/

Blue Branded King Crow Euploea leucostictos
Wingspan:106-119mm
Status:Rare
Distribution: Nicobar Island
Identification: UPF has violet blue marginal spots.
Male has bluish brand in 1b . Female is more
brownish with a blue spot in 1b on UPF. It also has
straight forewing dorsum.
Host plants: Moraceae
Long Branded Blue Crow Euploea algea
Wingspan:95-100mm
Status:Not Common
Distribution: Sikkim, Arunachal Pradesh, Bhutan,
Bangladesh, Myanmar
Identification: It is over all dark brown with a blue
sheen coloration on UPF. Male has a broad brand
and one to three bluish discal spots on UPF. Female
has straight dorsum.
Host Plants: Ichnocarpus frutescens, Ficus sp.

( Do mail me to kishen.das@gmail.com if
you have its field or specimen photo )

Image Courtesy: Macleay Museum, University of
Sydney
Don Herbison-Evans
( donherbisonevans@yahoo.com )
&
Stella Crossley
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Spotted Black Crow Euploea crameri
Wingspan:85-95mm
Status: Rare
Distribution: West Bengal(Sunderbans), Orissa,
Bangladesh, Myanmar
Identification: UPF has a spot within the cell and
spot above the cell. And there will be three
prominent discal spots. Marginal and terminal spots
on both wings usually pure white but sometimes
faintly lilac. Male doesn’t possess a brand.
Host Plants: Parsonia helicaudra, Parsonia spiralis
Image courtesy: Yutaka
i_yutaka@mwb.biglobe.ne.jp
http://yutaka.it-n.jp/

The Violet Tipped Crow Euploea godarti
Wingspan: 85-95mm
Status: Rare
Distribution: Manipur
Identification: Dark brown with marginal and
terminal series of white spots. Some or all of those
UPF may be absent. Apex UPF violet, this area
varying greatly in extent and some times being
absent.
Host Plants: Data deficient

( Do mail me to kishen.das@gmail.com if
you have its field or specimen photo )

International News:
David Attenborough launches £25m scheme to protect butterflies in huge dome By
DAVID DERBYSHIRE
From
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/pages/live/articles/news/news.html?in_article_id=532208
&in_page_id=1770
Plans for a vast glass dome housing more than 10,000 colourful, tropical butterflies were unveiled today in
the biggest conservation project of its kind seen in Britain. When it opens in three years time, the £25
million Butterfly World will be the world'
s biggest "walk through butterfly experience".
At the launch of the project, Sir David Attenborough said it would reverse the "silent natural disaster"
threatening the creatures around the world. The initiative follows shocking new figures which show that
more than three-quarters of British butterfly species have declined in the last 20 years because of habitat
loss and changes in farming. "That is worrying, not least because these declines indicate an underlying
deterioration of the environment as a whole," said Sir David." For the sake of future generations we must
take action now." Butterfly World is doing just that. It is putting the issues on the agenda and is seeking to
help reverse this environmental catastrophe." Around 100 meters across and 17 meters high, the butterfly
dome will be larger than the giant greenhouses which have bewitched visitors to the Eden Project in
Cornwall. The centrepiece of a 26-acre site, the dome will be home to a mini-tropical rain-forest and a
series of underground caverns. Inside, visitors will see thousands of colorful tropical butterflies, hundreds
of humming birds and collections of spiders and scorpions. Land around the dome will be planted with
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meadows and gardens to encourage native butterflies and moths. The site, off the M25 at St Albans in
Hertfordshire, is expected to attracted up to one million visitors each year. Work will start within the next
few weeks and organizers believe it will attract one million visitors every year. Butterfly World is being
backed by the conservationist David Bellamy, along with other famous names such as actress Emilia Fox,
and leading lawyer Baroness Helena Kennedy. The scheme has been the vision of award-winning butterfly
expert, Clive Farrell. "Butterflies are like the canaries in the coal mine," he said. "When their environment
is under stress, they are the first to suffer and disappear. "During the 20th century, five of Britain'
s butterfly
species and sixty moth species became extinct. Drastic butterfly losses are continually being reported as we
destroy their natural habitats at a frightening pace. "Butterfly World is designed to bring the public into
direct contact with some of the most fragile and beautiful wildlife in the world and send out a clarion call
on behalf of this endangered treasure." Mr Farrell said the site - which will be landscaped in the shape of a
butterfly, with the dome as its eye - would give equal prominence to native species. Out of the 54 native
resident butterfly species in the UK, seven out of 10 are in decline. One of the most seriously threatened is
the High Brown Fritillary. Numbers have plummeted 79 per cent in the last 25 years. The Marsh Fritillary
has seen a 73 per cent decline over the same period, while there are 72 per cent fewer Silver-studded blues
than there were in the 1970s. The East of England has seen some of the most dramatic falls in butterfly
numbers. because of loss of habitat.

Caterpillar-induced bleeding syndrome in a returning traveller
Kris Chan, MD*, Adrienne Lee, MD*, Rodrigo Onell, MD, Wai Etches, BM BCh,
Susan Nahirniak, MD, Sean M. Bagshaw, MD MSc and Loree M. Larratt, MD
*Department of Internal Medicine; Department of Laboratory Medicine and
Pathology, Division of Hematology; Division of Critical Care Medicine; Department
of Medicine, Division of Clinical Hematology, University of Alberta, Edmonton,
Alta.
To access the complete article visit - http://www.cmaj.ca/cgi/content/full/179/2/158
Butterfly India Meet – 2008 at Chakrata, Dehradun in Uttarakhand State
From: amol patwardhan <power_amol@yahoo.com>
Dear Friends,
I am happy to invite you all to "ButterflyIndia Meet 2008". This year the meet is planned at Chakrata,
Dehradun in Uttarakhand State (More details on how reach will be posted soon). The meet is scheduled
between 29 Sept-3 Oct 2008. This meet will be organised by ButterflyIndia.
Primary objective of this post is to get a number, which will help in better planning. More details on formal
registration will be made available in the due course.
The agenda of the meet is going to be full of field sessions and interactive sessions on topics related to
butterflies like identification, conservation etc.
Anyone interested in serious butterflying is welcome for this meet. We expect them to be members of
ButterflyIndia Yahoogroup.
How to register and regular updates on the meet will be available @ http://butterflyindia.blogspot.com/
Regards,
Amol Patwardhan http://DiversityIndia.org/
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